Tenorshare Renames iPhone Care Pro to
iCareFone
NEW YORK, N.Y., June 28, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tenorshare today
announced officially it has changed the name of its iPhone Care Pro to
iCareFone, the best iPhone care tool for the iOS users who are looking for
online software to fix all iOS glitches.

iCareFone is a homophone as “I care phone,” with the aim to help the iOS
users to take care their iPhone/iPad/iPod at the peak, along with the goal to
make it easier for people to remember. “Care Phone” has been the focus of
Tenorshare Development Team, who always dedicates to develop the most
professional and efficient software for iOS users to fix their all kinds of
issues and keep the device in the best performance, removing their annoyance.
Tenorshare states iCareFone will further strengthen their top planning for
brand expansion. Now we are pushing for iCareFone vigorously to expand this
new product name, and we hope this easy-to-remember new name can help to
build up more impressive global trade image.
As a new name is announced, the software is also offering more powerful
features and a much more intuitive interface for both newbie and veteran than
before to restore their iPhone/iPad/iPod more easily and quickly. It allows
users to fix more iOS bugs and helps them to optimize iDevice faster and
deeper.

iCareFone is all about multitasking with quite a few of fantastic functions:
Flagship Features
Fix iPhone, iPad or iPod that is stuck on Apple logo, endless reboots,
recovery mode, DFU mode, etc.
Ultimate solution to fix iOS issues like iOS crashes due to system files
loss, iOS damage and all other system stuck issues that can’t be repaired
with Recovery Mode.
Other Wonderful Features
Smartly manage 8 types of files (Contact, Photo, Music, etc.).
Removing unnecessary files and freeing up space on iPhone, iPad and iPod
within one click.
Backup their device and restore from backup without iTunes restriction.
Remove annoying ads (pop-ups ads, Flash ads, Google AdSense, etc.).
Price and Availability:
Tenorshare offers a free version and paid one as low as $29.95. Users can get
it from official website.
Free version: http://www.tenorshare.com/products/free-iphone-care.html
Paid version: http://www.tenorshare.com/products/iphone-care-pro.html
About Tenorshare:
Founded in 2007, Tenorshare is a global leader in iOS system management
field, including iPhone data recovery, iPhone data transfer, system
optimization, etc. For more information, visit our website:
http://www.tenorshare.com/.

